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The pebbling number of a graph G, f(G), is the least n such that, however n 
pebbles are placed on the vertices of G, we can move a pebble to any vertex 
by a sequence of moves, each move taking two pebbles off one vertex and placing 
one on an adjacent vertex. It is conjectured that for all graphs G and H, 
f(G x H) <f(G) f(H). We prove this for G and H trees. (0 I992 Academs PI.X, h. 
M. Saks and J. Lagarias (see [ 11) propose the following question: 
suppose 2” pebbles are arbitrarily placed on the vertices of an n-cube. Does 
there exist a method that allows us to make a sequence of moves, each 
move taking two pebbles off one vertex and placing one pebble on an adja- 
cent vertex, in such a way that we can end up with a pebble on any desired 
vertex? This question is answered in the affirmative in [l]. Consider an 
arbitrary digraph G, with pebbles placed on some of its vertices. Suppose 
that, for any directed edge (u, w) of G, we are allowed to change the 
conliguration of pebbles by removing two pebbles from u and placing one 
pebble on w. Then for a vertex u of G, if some n exists such that, however 
n pebbles are placed on G, one pebble can always be moved to v, we let 
f(u, G) be the smallest such n. If we place one pebble on every vortex of G 
except V, no moves can be made; hence we always have f(u, G) B /u(G)]. 
Let f(G) be the maximum of f(u, G) over all vertices u of G. This is 
called the pebbling number of G. We can regard a graph as a digraph by 
considering an undirected edge joining u and w  to consist of directed edges 
(u, w) and (w, u). Saks and Lagarias’s question then reduces to asking 
whether f (Q,) < 2”, where Q, is the n-cube. We can define the product 
G x H of two digraphs G and H to be the digraph with vertex set the 
product V(G) x V(H) and edge set the union of (((a, x), (b, x)) 1 
(a, b)EE(G), XE VW) and {((a, x), (a, y))la~ V(G), (x, y)~Wf)). IfP2 
is the undirected path with one edge, then f (P2) = 2 and Qn is the product 
of n copies of P,. Thus a natural generalization of Saks and Lagarias’s 
question is the conjecture by Ronald Graham (see Cl]) that for all graphs 
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G and H, f(G x H) <f(G)f(H). We will prove this when G and H are 
trees. 
Let T be a tree and let u be a vertex of T. Let T,* be the rooted tree 
obtained from T by directing all edges towards u, which becomes the root. 
For a rooted tree U, we shall call a vertex u of U a leaf if it is of indegree 0. 
We shall call v a parent of w  if there is a directed edge from w  to o, and 
an ancestor of w  if there is a directed path from w  to u. We call u a vertex 
of level n if the directed path from u to the root has n edges; the height of 
a tree is the maximum level of its vertices. A path-partition of a rooted 
tree U is a partition of the edges of U such that each set of edges in the 
partition forms a directed path. 
Path-partitions of a rooted tree U with height h can be formed in the 
following way. First, we consider the subtree U’ of U induced by all leaves 
of level h and their ancestors and construct a path-partition P’ of U’ such 
that every path in P’ touches a leaf. Then we let U” be the subtree of U 
induced by ail leaves of level h or h - 1 and their ancestors and extend P’ 
to a path-partition P” of U” by adding paths which touch the level h - 1 
leaves of U. We can continue in this manner until we have a path-partition 
P of all of U. A path-partition constructed in this way is called maximum. 
(This definition is different from but logically equivalent to the definition of 
a maximum path-partition in Cl].) For a tree whose leaves are all on the 
same level, the condition of a path-partition P being maximum reduces to 
saying that each path in P must touch a leaf. For another example, to con- 
struct a maximum path-partition of the tree U in Fig. 1, we start with the 
subtree U’ of U induced by the vertex i, the unique vertex of U of level 4, 
and its ancestors b, e, f, and h. There is a unique path-partition of U’ such 
a 
FIG. 1. A rooted tree. 
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that every path touches a leaf, namely the path-partition with just one 
path, { (6 be, ef, fh > >. N ow we must extend this path-partition to a 
path-partition of the subtree of T induced by the set { LI, e, b, i, f, h} of all 
vertices of level 3 or 4 and their ancestors. This produces the path-partition 
{ {ae}, {ib, be, ef, fh} }. Another extension gives us { (cg, gh}, {ae}, 
{ ib, be, ef, fh) }, and another extension gives us the maximum path- 
partition of U, namely { {cg, gh}, {ae}, {ib, be, ef, f/r}, (dh} }. In this case 
the maximum path-partition is unique, but this is not always the case. For 
example, if the vertex i and the edge ib were removed from U, U would 
have two maximum path-partitions, { {ae, ef, fh}, {be}, {cg, gh}, { dh} } 
and {{be, ef,fh), {ae>, {qr, gh), (dh)). 
The path-size sequence of a path-partition {Pi, . . . . P,} is an n-tuple 
((2 1, ..., a,), where uj is the length of Pi (i.e., the number of edges in it.) 
If we have a digraph G with some pebbles placed on it, we let p be the 
total number of pebbles on G and q be the number of vertices of G with 
an odd number of pebbles. If G is a digraph and u is a vertex of G, we say 
that (G, V) can be a-pebbled if 
1. For all g 3 1, if p > gee, then g pebbles can be moved to u. 
2. For all g > 2, if p + q > gcr, then g pebbles can be moved to v. 
In particular, if (G, v) can be u-pebbled, then f(v, G) d CI. This definition is 
similar to the definition in [ 1 ] of the 2-pebbling property, and allows us 
to prove our Theorem 1, below, which will give us an upper bound for the 
pebbling number of products, in a similar way to the way in which Saks 
and Lagarias’s question is resolved in [ 11. 
THEOREM 1. Let U be a rooted tree with root v and let G be a digruph 
with w a vertex of G. If (G, w) can be a-pebbled, then (U x G, (v, w)) can be 
X-pebbled, where / r \ 
X=a C 24-r+l , 
t j= 1 ) 
and (d, , . . . . d,) is the path-size sequence of any maximum path-partition of U. 
Proof: We induct on h, the height of U. If h is zero, the result follows 
trivially. Otherwise let P be a maximum path-partition of U, and let U’ be 
the subtree of U induced by the set of all vertices of level less than h. Then 
{P,nE(U’)#@1P,EP}=P’, say, is a path-partition of U’. If h = 1, we 
let P’ contain one length 0 path at v. Let v,, . . . . v, be the vertices in U 
which are parents of leaves of level h. Then in P’ there is a path to each 
vi, P, say; let Pi have uj edges. Let Q,, . . . . Qm be the remaining paths in P’, 
and let Qi have bj edges. Now U can be obtained from U’ by adding leaves 
to v 1 > . ..> v,. Suppose we add L leaves in all. Then since P is maximum, 
every path in P must touch a leaf, and the path-partition P must consist 
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of the paths Q,, . . . . Q,, combined with the paths P,, . . . . P,, each prefixed 
by an edge to vi from one of its leaves, and L -n one-edge paths to the vys 
from their other leaves. Also, since P is maximum, the prefixed P,‘s 
together with these L - n one-edge paths must form a path-partition for the 
subtree U, of U induced by the vertices of level h and their ancestors. 
Hence if we let Ub be the subtree of U’ induced by the 0;s and their 
ancestors, the P,‘s must form a path-partition of Ub. Furthermore, the 
leaves {u,, . . . . u,} of iJb are all on the same level and each P, touches the 
corresposponding u,. Hence (P,, . . . . P,) is in fact a maximum path- 
partition of 17;. This implies that P’, which consists of the 9;s and the Qis, 
is a maximum path-partition of U’. 
The induction hypothesis then says that (U’ x G, (u, w)) can be 
-Y-pebbled, where 
x’=cc i 2"z+ f 24-(m+n)+l 
( i=l ,=I > 
Also, we know from above that P consists of paths of lengths a, + 1, . . . . 
a, + 1, 6,) . ..) b,, and L - n paths of length 1. Hence 
x=a 
( 
2(L-n)+ i 2Qf’+ f 261-(m+L)+ 1 
i= 1 j=l > 
=X’+a 
( 
L+ i 2”‘-n . 
i=l ) 
Also, if we set G equal to the trivial graph and use the induction 
hypothesis, since the trivial graph can be l-pebbled, we find that (Ub, u) 
can be Q-pebbled, where 
Q= i 2”‘--n+l. 
i= 1 
Then X-X’=cr(L+Q-1). 
Now, first, let g 3 1. We will prove that if p 3 gX, then g pebbles can be 
moved to (u, w). It will suffice to prove this for g = 1, since for g > 1 we can 
perform g steps, each one looking at X pebbles on Ux G and rearranging 
these pebbles to put one on (u, w). 
Let I,, . . . . I, be the level-h vertices of U, and let p’ be the number of 
pebbles in U’ x G and pk be the number of pebbles in {Zk} x G, where 
k = 1, . . . . L. Define q’ and qk similarly. Then if 
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we will be done, since for each k and vertex y E G, we can take two pebbles 
off (Ik, y) and put one pebble on some (vi, y). Hence for each k, we can 
take pk - qk pebbles from {Zk} x G and move (pk - qk)/2 pebbles into 
U’ x G. Then we will have a total of at least X’ pebbles in U’ x G, and will 
be able to move one pebble to (u, w), by the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise, since p > X, we will have 
so 
,c, (Pk+qk)>2(X-X’)=2a(L+ Q- 1). (1) 
Now for each k, if pk + qk > rc1 for some r > 2, we can take pebbles from 
{lk} x G and move r pebbles to (lk, w), by hypothesis. Hence if 
(pk+qk-2a)/2u > t-20 for some rB0, we can move 2r+ 2 pebbles to 
(/k, W) and then r + 1 pebbles from (lk, W) into { ul, . . . . u”} x (w}, so, if we 
make r as large an integer as possible, we see that we can move at least 
(pk + qk - 2cr)/2a pebbles into Ub x { w}. But then, doing this for all k, we 
can put at least 
L Pk+qk-2a c 
k=l 2cr 
pebbles in Ub x {w}, and then 
L Pk+qk-2dI xi=, (Pk+qk)-2aL 
c 




so we can move one pebble to (u, w), since (U&, u) can be Q-pebbled. 
Now we will prove that for all g 2 2, if p + q > gX, then g pebbles can be 
moved to (u, w). It will suffice to prove this for g = 2, since for g > 2, we can 
first take one pebble on each vertex with an odd number of pebbles, and 
augment this set with pairs of pebbles until we have 2X+ 2 -q pebbles. 
This can be done, since we have shown that f((u, w), u x G) < X, so 
X>, lu( U x G)l 2 q. Then rearrange these pebbles so that two are on (u, w). 
This will leave at least (g - 2)X pebbles which can be used to put g - 2 
additional pebbles on (u, w). 
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If p’ + q’ > 2X’, then we are done, by the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise, if 2X’ -4’ ap’ 2 X’, then we can move one pebble to (u, w) in 
U’ x G. Also, we have p + q -p’- q’> 2(X- xl), so (1) holds and as 
above, we can move Q pebbles into 17; x {w} and move an additional 
pebble to (II, w). Suppose finally that p’<X’. Then we claim that we can 
move X’ -p’ pebbles into U’ x G, enabling us to move a pebble to (u, W) 
in U’ x G, and still leave enough pebbles in (U\ U’) x G to move a pebble 




After moving c pebbles out of the {lk} x G’s, the qk’s will still be the same 
as before, because we remove pebbles by twos, but the sum of the pk’s will 
decrease by 2~. Hence to have enough pebbles left over, we need 
i (pk+qk)-2(X’-p’)>2aL+2a(Q-1). 
k=l 




kc, pk-,i, qk + 2p’ 2 2x’, (4) 
i: qk+2p’ap’+q’+ i pk- i qk 
k=l k=l k=l 
=P+q-2 i qk 
k=l 
>p+q-2L IV(G)/. 
Now, since (G, w) can be a-pebbled, a 2 I V(G)I, 
L L 
c pk- 1 qk+2p’ap+q-2La 
k=l k=l 
> 2X - 2La. 
But X-X’ 2 aL, so (4) holds. 
For (3), we need 
k=l 
S82WSS12-7 
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but 2(X- X’) = 2a(L + Q - 1 ), so this follows from 
k!,( 
L 
Pk+qk)+2P’a 1 (Pk+qk)+P’+q’=P+q, 
k=l 
and we are done. 1 
THEOREM 2. Zf we have a graph G with a certain configuration of pebbles 
and a vertex v of G such that m pebbles can be moved to v, then there always 
exists an acyclic orientation H for G such that m pebbles can still be moved 
to v in H. Furthermore, if G is a tree, we can take H = G,*; hence for all 
trees T and vertices v of T, f (v, T) = f (v, T,*). 
Proof: Suppose we have a graph G with pebbles on its vertices, and 
suppose we wish to move m pebbles to v. Take a sequence of directed 
edges, (e, , . . . . e,), where pebbling along each ej in sequence moves m 
pebbles to v. Now suppose we allow negative numbers of pebbles to reside 
on vertices, so that pebbling along (x, y) is always possible, and subtracts 
two from the pebble count on x and adds one to the pebble count on y. 
Then if, in (e,, . . . . e,), we find an edge (x, y) followed (not necessarily 
immediately) by (y, x), or a cycle of directed edges, delete the pair or cycle 
from the sequence (e 1, . . . . ep). After pebbling along (e,, . . . . eP) the counts 
are all nonnegative and at least m pebbles end up on v. Deleting pairs or 
cycles oniy increases these counts, since a pair or cycle has the net effect of 
removing one pebble from each of its vertices. After we have deleted all 
pairs and cycles present, then, we are left with a sequence of edges 
(fi, . . . . fn) that puts m pebbles on v when pebbled along, except that a 
pebble count on some vertex may be temporarily negative. But since there 
are no cycles present, if we order the vertices of G by v < w  if there is an 
edge& from v to w, and then take the transitive closure, we obtain a partial 
order. Extend this to a linear order -=c of V(G). Then if we reorder the h’s 
such that (x, y) is placed before (z, w) if x<z, no edge (y, z) can occur 
before an edge (x, y), since if it did we would have y < x and x < y. Hence 
in this reordering of the f;‘s, a vertex y is only pebbled out of after all 
pebbling into it has been done; then there are no problems with inter- 
mediate counts being negative, and if we pick our orientation H to have 
E(H)= ((~5 Y)Ix-KY, {-x, Y)EE(G)}, we will be able to move m pebbles 
to v in H. 
If G is a tree, we can always choose to direct all edges towards v, for if 
not, let (x, y) be an edge directed away from v. Then no pebbles can ever 
pass from the subtree of G rooted at y into the rest of G (which contains 
v), so any pebbling steps along (x, y), and subsequent pebbling steps in the 
subtree of G rooted at y, can be omitted without decreasing the number of 
pebbles arriving at v. Then if (x, y) is never pebbled along, we might as 
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well direct it the other way. Repeating this, we can direct all edges in G 
towards v. 1 
If we have a digraph G with pebbles on its vertices, we denote the 
number of pebbles on a vertex v of G by M(v). 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a digraph and let SE V(G). If v E S and 
c ~Y(w)2~~(~‘,‘) <m, 
d(n,v)<m,n,cS 
(5) 
then m pebbles cannot be moved to v by pebbling within S. 
Proof The left-hand side of (5) cannot increase when a pebbling move 
is made within S, since when we move from vertex w  to vertex w’, 
d( w’, v) > d(w, v) - 1. But if m pebbles were on v, then the left-hand side of 
(5) would be at least m, so we must not be able to move m pebbles to v. 1 
In view of Theorem 2, we might think that for any graph G and vertex 
v of G, we could always pebble v by moving pebbles “towards” v, i.e., never 
moving pebbles from a vertex w  to a vertex x with d(x, v) > d(w, v), 
provided that we started with at least f(G) pebbles on G. This is not the 
case: let the graph P, have V(P,)= {d,e,f) and E(P,)={{d,e}, (e,f}} 
and let K,, 3 have V(K,,,) = (a, b, c, z) and E(K1,3) = ({a, 21, (6% --I, 
{c, z} >. Then it can be shown that f(K,., x Pj) < 18, but if we place 15 
pebbles on (a, f) and one pebble on each of (b, d), (b, e), and (b, f), and 
direct each edge in K,, 3 x P, “towards” (c, d), Theorem 3 implies that we 
will not be able to pebble (c, d), since the only pebbling moves we will be 
able to make will be within {a, z, c} x P,. 
The following theorem was originally proved in [ 11. 
THEOREM 4. Let U be a rooted tree and let v be the root of U. If the 
path-size sequence of some maximum path-partition for U is (a,, . . . . a,), then 
f(v, U)= i 2”‘--n+ 1. 
i= I 
Proof: If U has height 0, this is clear. Let U have positive height, and 
let {P,, . . . . P,] be a maximum path-partition for U. The aj edges in P, will 
touch aj + 1 vertices. Let Qj E V(U) contain the aj of these vertices furthest 
from v, and let vI be the vertex in Q, furthest from v. The Qis are disjoint 
and do not contain v. Put 2”~ - 1 pebbles on vj for each j. For example, 
with the tree in Fig. 1, we would put 15 pebbles on i, three on c, one on 
each of a and d, and none anywhere else. With this initial configuration of 
pebbles, we cannot move two pebbles from Qi to the vertex of Q, nearest 
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o (by Theorem 3), so we cannot move pebbles out of any Qj, and in 
particular, we cannot put a pebble on u, which is not in any Qj. Hence 
f(v, U)> i 2”‘-n. 
i= I 
Now in Theorem 1, set G equal to the trivial graph. Then G can be 
l-pebbled, so (U, u) can be (Cy=, 2”1- n + 1)-pebbled. In particular, 
f(u, U) is as desired. 1 
THEOREM 5. Zf T, , . . . . T,, are (undirected) trees, then 
f(T,x ... x T,)<f(T,)...f(TJ. 
Proof: We will show that for all uj E V( T,), 
f((u,, . . . . on), TT,, x ... x T:J <fluI, Vi,) . ..f(v.,, CJ. (6) 
This will imply the desired result, since by Theorem 2, f (v, T,*) =f (v, T), if 
T is a tree and u is a vertex of T. Theorem 1 tells us that for a digraph G 
and a vertex w  of G, if (G, w) can be a-pebbled, then for a rooted tree U 
with root u, (U x G, (u, w)) can be X-pebbled, where 
X=a f 24-m+l , 
( j= I > 
and (b,, . . . . b,) is the path-size sequence of a maximum path-partition for 
U. Then by Theorem 4, X = cxf (u, U). Then since the trivial graph can be 
l-pebbled, we can induct to find that for rooted trees U,, . . . . U, with roots 
VI, . . . . v,, (U, x ... x U,, (u,, . . . . v,)) can be Y-pebbled, where 
Y=f(u1, U,)...f(u,, U,). 
This implies (6) so we are done. 1 
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